Protecting Your Adventure Lifestyle

Products for your Truck or SUV
I got my start in the off road industry by opening a repair shop that focused on off-road vehicles. Soon after opening, it became clear that our customers wanted more than just repairs. They wanted accessories for their Jeeps, trucks and SUVs. In 1992 we started building our own line of shackles, hitches and other hard parts which eventually lead to Jeep accessories. Warrior Products was born.

Q: How did you get involved with the aftermarket industry?
A: I started out doing drag racing and then owned several Four Wheel Drive shops, did you think you would end up building and selling your own parts full time?

While working in the industry, building my race cars, there was always a need to fabricate parts for truck users. As Jeeps became increasingly popular, it was a natural transition to start the Warrior Products brand and building heavy-duty shackles, hitches and Jeep accessories.

Q: What do you think makes the Warrior, Inc. brands (Warrior Products, Flex Armor by Warrior, HoodLift by Warrior and Black-Knight) stand out from the rest?
A: Our commitment to quality, integrity, innovation and service drives everything that we do at Warrior Products. We manufacture our parts in the US to ensure they are of the highest quality possible, and then back them up with the best customer service in the industry. The Warrior sales staff has extensive retail experience in the industry, giving us an advantage when working with customers directly. As part of our commitment to quality, our engineering team over-engineers our parts, which helps to eliminate potential problems before they arise. We know what it takes to serve our customers quickly and effectively.

Manufacturing in the US affords us the opportunity to respond to issues quickly and modify parts to meet the customer’s needs. We also have the ability to take customer feedback and continually improve our products and processes.

Q: You recently purchased a company called HoodLift that makes hood lift strut systems and tailgate systems. What drew you to this company and this market?
A: Adding the HoodLift product line to the Warrior family is a very logical step. The Warrior Products brand has become synonymous with Jeep, and HoodLift was established as a product to assist Jeep owners who struggle with the heavy, steel hoods and flimsy hood props on their Jeep. Additionally, Warrior’s ability to rapidly design, and manufacture new HoodLift kits gives Warrior the opportunity to expand into other segments of the market. Warrior Products will continue to look for companies to add to the Warrior family, where we can use our manufacturing expertise and facilities to bring pride in manufacturing back to the US.

Despite the economic difficulties faced by many, the market continues to grow. People still want to customize their vehicles, whether an import, muscle car, Jeep or truck. The demand from global markets is particularly exciting for Warrior and the industry as a whole. Global customers are pushing hard for Made in the USA products and really recognize the quality and the value associated with Made in the USA companies like Warrior. This pressure from global markets will help to elevate industry value associated with Made in the USA companies like Warrior.

Global customers are pushing hard for Made in the USA products and really recognize the quality and the value associated with Made in the USA companies like Warrior. This pressure from global markets will help to elevate industry value associated with Made in the USA companies like Warrior.

About Warrior Products

Q & A with Founder & President of Warrior Products, Tom Richardson

Warrior Products is proudly made in the USA.
FINISHES

Diamond Plate – Constructed of #3003 aluminum treadbrite and highly polished to a bright luster, these accessories have the look of chrome, yet perform better under adverse conditions. (Chrome may flake and peel, and plastic may break.)

Black Diamond Plate – Available for all aluminum parts, the powder-coat finish is electro-statically painted to provide scratch and corrosion resistance plus lasting protection from the elements.

Polished Aluminum – Constructed of #5052 aluminum and polished to a bright luster, these accessories have similar performance characteristics to our diamond plate product, but without the treadbrite texture.

Smooth Black Steel - Available for most parts made of aluminum, the added strength and durability of steel is a good alternative. Products constructed of 12-gauge HRPO steel are black powder-coated to prevent rust and corrosion.

Brushed Aluminum – Constructed of #5052 aluminum, these accessories have similar performance characteristics to our diamond plate and polished product, but with a brushed exterior finish. This finish is only available for a limited number of products.

Hammertone Gray - MIG-welded, jig-built spring shackles and greaseable leaf spring shackle kits come in a hammertone gray finish.

Gold Zinc - MIG-welded, jig-built spring shackles and greaseable leaf spring shackle kits come in a gold zinc finish.

UNIVERSAL - What does it mean?

Many Warrior Products brand items are marked with a fitment titled “Universal”. Universal fitment products are designed with no specific fitment in mind meaning that the do not fit anything. These parts are of a custom nature, designed to be sold to the customer willing to “make it fit”.

REAR CORNERS

Rear corners provide structural support to the corner area and enhance the appearance of the vehicle. Sideplates are sold in pairs. There are two versions of the Landcruiser sideplate available: a short version that spans from the rear wheel well to the large body lip and to the front of the door jamb; a full-length version extends to the front fender. Modifications may be necessary to fit the full Sideplate.

BACKPLATES

Backplates cover the body beneath the tailgate, between the rear corners. Backplates are cut out to fit around hinges for ease of tailgate operation.

TAILGATE COVERS

Tailgate Covers conceal the entire surface area of the tailgate and have cutouts around the door handle for ease of tailgate opening and operation.

ENTRY GUARDS

Entry Guards protect the paint and finish of door jambs under the door seals when closed. The treadbrite, also available in powder-coated black, provides an excellent non-skid surface for safety. Sold in pairs.

SIDEPLATES

Sideplates protect the rocker panel area below the door and enhance the appearance of the vehicle. Sideplates are sold in pairs. They are manufactured to match our treadbrite finish and are available: a short version that spans from the rear wheel well to the door jamb, a full-length version extends to the front fender, and a mid-length version extends to the front fender and from the rear wheel well up to the large body lip.

Model | Year | Description | Diamond Plate | Finish/Part Number | Smooth Black Steel
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Toyota Landcruiser | 80 - 84 | Rear Corners (No Cutouts) | 914 | 914PA | 9141
Toyota Landcruiser | 80 - 84 | Full Side Rear Corners | 914-1 | 914-1PA | 914-11
Suzuki Samurai | 86 - 95 | Rear Corners - Hard Top | 919 | 919PC | -
Suzuki Samurai | 86 - 95 | Rear Corners - Soft Top | 939 | 939PC | -
Toyota FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Rear Corners for OEM Flares | 9131 | 9131PC | -
Toyota FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Rear Corners for Warrior Flares | 9132 | 9132PC | -
Toyota Landcruiser | 80 - 84 | Short Sideplates | 914A | 914APC | 914APA
Toyota Landcruiser | 80 - 84 | Full Side Plates | 914E | 914EPC | 914EPA
Toyota FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Sideplates | 9190 | 9190PC | -
Suzuki Samurai | 86 - 95 | Short Sideplates | 911 | 911PC | 911PA
Suzuki Samurai | 86 - 95 | Backplates | 923 | 923PC | 923PA
Toyota Landcruiser | 80 - 84 | Backplates | 914C | 914CPC | 914CPA
Suzuki Samurai | 86 - 95 | Backplates | 923 | 923PC | 923PA
Tailgate Panel & Covers

Suzuki Samurai | 83 & Up | Entry Guards | 901X | 901XPC | -

NOTE: All Black Aluminum (PA series part #s) are considered a special order. This means that they are not an inventoried part number and will be subject to an estimated 4 week wait minimum. Special orders cannot be cancelled or returned. Special order items will carry the standard Warrior Products warranty.
ADVENTURE TUBE DOOR MESH KITS & PADDING KITS
Our Mesh and Padding Kits attach to the Adventure Doors and not only provide functionality, but stylish good looks too. The Mesh Kit helps deter debris and wind from entering the vehicle. They also allow the driver to see obstacles through the door. The Padding Kits feature a zippered pocket and are available in three colors to complement any vehicle.

ADVENTURE TUBE DOORS
Designed to replace the vehicle’s full or half doors, Adventure Tube Doors provide additional protection to front seat occupants while off-roading. Adventure Tube Doors mount into existing door hinges and come with our deluxe paddle handle systems. Black powder-coated to provide a durable finish, these heavy-duty doors are ready for the trails or the street. Mesh Kits, Padding Kits, and Mirror Mounts with mirrors are all sold separately.

ADVENTURE TUBE DOOR MIRROR MOUNTS
Adventure Tube Door Mirror Mounts are designed to bolt onto our Adventure Tube Doors to allow the doors to have a permanently mounted mirror. These brackets eliminate the need to swap mirrors when the tube doors are installed or removed.

HALF DOORS
To complement the balance of the Warrior Products body armor accessories, our Half Doors are a complete replacement door assembly. Each door comes with the proper paddle handle and mounting hardware for complete closure, except the FJ40. (The Bestop Paddle Handle #425-46 will need to be purchased. Follow their instruction for its installation.) Weather stripping is included to help prevent rattling. Sold in pairs.

ALUMI-ROLLERS
Designed to replace the steel rollers in your winch’s existing roller fairlead, Alumi-Rollers are CNC-machined from solid aluminum to a smooth finish. This smooth roller is ideal for use with a synthetic winch line upgrade. Rollers are available in clear, red or black anodized finishes.

DOUBLE TUBE BUMPERS
For adding style and durability, these Double Tube Bumpers are manufactured using high quality 3” steel tubing.

BRUSH GUARDS
The Warrior Products Universal Brush Guards are designed to attach to any flat surface front bumper with a wide enough top surface. Manufactured using high quality steel, these one-piece welded guards is formed from 1 ½” round steel tubing, and provides protection from shrubbery for the front grill and headlights when off-riding. These guards are available in several configurations including 3 main styles; classic, pre-runner and stinger.

KNIGHT GUARD™ NERF BAR STEPS
The Knight Guard™ Step is a U-shaped tubular design with a flat area step pad. Diamond plate treadplate provides a non-skid entry surface. Specially designed ‘hook tabs’ can mount to the Knight Guard™ Nerf Bars for a complete entry system or the steps can be used with any 3” round tube by drilling mounting slots into the existing nerf bar. This conversion procedure is listed within the installation instructions. Nerf bar sold separately.

ROCK BARS
Rock Bars are constructed of heavy-duty 2” x 4” rectangular steel tube and are designed to protect the entire length of the rocker panel. These bars can be ordered with or without a diamond plate step insert which is available in polished or black finish. Polyurethane end caps keep the tube free of debris. Rock Bars are powder-coated black for durability and sold in pairs.

Model | Year | Description | Part # | Size | Clear Anodized | Red Anodized | Black Anodized
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Alumi-Rollers | Universal | 1.625” Wide (7/8”) - Set of 4 Rollers | 2206 | 2201 | 2202 |
Universal | 2.5” Wide (7/8”) - Set of 4 Rollers | 2310 | 2311 | 2312 |
Universal | 8” Wide - Set of 4 Rollers | 2320 | 2321 | 2322 |
Bumpers & Sidesteps

Model | Year | Description | Part # | Diamond Plate | Black Diamond Plate | Without Plate
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
All | 3” Drop Step (1 Step) | 55005 |
All | 3” Drop Step (2 Steps) | 55006 |
All | 6” Drop Step (3 Steps) | 55010 |
All | 6” Drop Step (4 Steps) | 55011 |

Model | Year | Description | Part #
--- | --- | --- | ---
Rock Bars | Suzuki Samurai | 86 – 95 | Rock Bars | 7420 |
JZ Cruiser | 97 – 14 | Rock Bars | 3709 | 3702 | 3701
**OUTBACK ROOF RACKS & MOUNTING KITS**

Outback Roof Racks are a universal cargo basket intended to be roof mounted and are sold in a variety of dimensions. These baskets feature integrated mounting buckets which give the installer easy to use pre-drilled mounting locations. The Outback Rack Mount Kits offer a direct fit to Outback Roof Racks and offer a simple way to mount the rack directly to the roof. Drilling into the roof is required to install these mounts. All Outback Racks are one-piece and mounting kits are sold separately.

Please Note: Outback Racks are a special order item and once ordered cannot be cancelled or returned.

**AIR DAMS**

For a quieter, more aerodynamic ride, the Air Dam is designed to redirect wind over and above any of our popular rack series, e.g. Safari or Outback. It is constructed of 12-gauge steel and powder-coated black for durability and good looks.

**SAFARI ROOF RACKS**

The original Safari Roof Rack is the perfect year-round roof-top carrier for all of your gear with a weight capacity of 400 lbs highway and 150 lbs off-road. Although it is a permanent mount design, it still allows the removal of a soft or hardtop without removing the rack. It is built of steel and powder-coated black for lasting durability. Bracket accessories sold separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rack Part #</th>
<th>Mount Part #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outback Roof Racks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46” x 50” x 5”</td>
<td>Outback Roof Rack</td>
<td>81000</td>
<td>43640 (4-pc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49” x 56” x 5”</td>
<td>Outback Roof Rack</td>
<td>81100</td>
<td>43640 (6-pc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45” x 48” x 5”</td>
<td>Outback Roof Rack</td>
<td>81240</td>
<td>43640 (4-pc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45” x 55” x 5”</td>
<td>Outback Roof Rack</td>
<td>81340</td>
<td>43606 (6-pc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55” x 55” x 5”</td>
<td>Outback Roof Rack</td>
<td>81440</td>
<td>43606 (8-pc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55” x 65” x 5”</td>
<td>Outback Roof Rack</td>
<td>81740</td>
<td>43606 (8-pc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60” x 80” x 5”</td>
<td>Outback Roof Rack</td>
<td>81840</td>
<td>43600 (8-pc)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rack Part #</th>
<th>Mount Part #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Dam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzuki Samurai - Safari Rack</td>
<td>86 - 85 Front Air Dam</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outback Rack</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari Roof Rack</td>
<td>71 - 80 Front Air Dam</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari Roof Racks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzuki Samurai - Safari Roof Rack</td>
<td>86 - 82 Safari Roof Rack</td>
<td>45” x 45” x 5”</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari Roof Rack</td>
<td>71 - 80 Safari Roof Rack</td>
<td>50” x 55” x 5”</td>
<td>835-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CARGO HITCH RACKS**

The Cargo Hitch Rack provides another option to pile on extra gear. It can be easily mounted to and removed from any 2” receiver hitch. Two sizes are available to meet your needs. These applications are also available in an 8” lift to provide extra ground clearance. The Cargo Hitch Rack provides added capacity to a vehicle with limited space and is a great complement to our Adventure and Safari Rack systems.

Note: Its weight capacity equals the specified tongue capacity of the 2” receiver.

**HI-LIFT JACK MOUNTS**

These brackets allow the popular Hi-Lift Jack product to be mounted to the side of our Safari Rack’s cargo basket, or to any flat surface 3” or taller. Manufactured in steel, these products are powder-coated black for a durable finish.

**SHOVEL & AXE MOUNTS**

The Shovel & Axe Mount brackets are designed to fit our Safari & Outback Rack baskets. They carry a standard shovel and/or axe atop the vehicle. Constructed of steel and powder-coated black, they are durable and match our basket’s finish.

**SPARE TIRE MOUNTS**

Our Universal Spare Tire Bracket can be installed on the Safari Rack baskets or any stout surface, i.e. the floor of the vehicle’s rear tub when the back seat is removed. The bracket and handle are constructed of steel. The removable handle is zinc-plated while its base is powder-coated black for good looks and lasting durability.
**SidePlates**
Sideplates protect the rocker panel area below the door as well as enhance the appearance of the vehicle. Sold in pairs.

**Hi-Lift Jack Mount**
These brackets allow the popular Hi-Lift Jack product to be mounted to the side of any OEM FJ Cruiser roof rack. Manufactured in steel, these products are powder-coated in a durable black finish.

**Pre-Runner Light Bars**
The Warrior Pre-Runner Light Bar hosts five 6 3/4" round lights and easily folds back when not in use. With the simple twist of a few knobs, the support struts on the light bar can be slid rearward allowing the light bar to fold down out of harm’s way. This light bar features a steel construction and a textured black powder-coat. Lights and wiring are not included.

**Drop-In Cargo Basket**
Designed to install onto the OE rack, this cargo basket is a great solution to carrying smaller items atop your FJ Cruiser. This rack replaces your factory rack’s cross-ribs and carries a 300 lbs highway load capacity. This cargo basket is constructed from 1 1/4" round steel tube and is powder-coated in a tough, textured black finish. Basket and mounting system included.

**Steel Tube Fender Flares**
Designed to replace the original flares, our Tube Fender Flares mount into existing fender wells with minimal drilling. Constructed of 1 1/2" tubing, these beefy frames are a perfect complement to our Adventure Doors.

**Tailgate Covers**
Tailgate Covers conceal the entire surface area of the tailgate, and have cutouts around the door handle for ease of tailgate opening and operation.

**Shovel & Axe Mount**
The Shovel & Axe Mount brackets are designed to fit any OEM FJ Cruiser roof rack and to carry a standard shovel and/or axe atop the vehicle. They are constructed of steel and powder-coated black for good looks and lasting durability.

**Rock Bars**
Our Rock Bars are constructed of heavy-duty 2" × 4" rectangular steel and designed to protect the entire length of the rocker panel. Polyurethane end caps keep the tube free of debris and are easy to install. Rock Bars are black powder-coated for durability and can be ordered with an optional inset entry step in polished or black diamond plate. FJ Cruiser Rock Bars have three legs per bar and attach to 10 existing mounting locations on each side of the vehicle.

**Steel Tube Fender Flares**
Our Tube Fender Flares mount into existing fender wells with minimal drilling. Constructed of 1 1/2" tubing, these beefy frames are a perfect complement to our Adventure Doors.

**Front Bumper & Optional Skid Plate**
The Front Bumper provides rugged construction and a rounded underside for greater entry & exit clearance. The optional Brush Guard is formed from 1 1/2" round steel tubing and can accommodate an optional light bracket (#59003). Models come with or without built-in Winch Mounts and/or D-Ring Mounts. Bumpers are constructed of high quality steel and black powder-coated for lasting durability. The Warrior FJ Front Bumper Skid Plate complements the design of the front bumper and features an easy bolt-on installation. This Skid Plate is built from 1/8" steel and powder-coated for durability. Please note that D-Rings / Clevis Shackles are sold separately.

**D-Rings / Clevis Shackles**
These brackets allow the popular Hi-Lift Jack product to be mounted to the side of any OEM FJ Cruiser roof rack. Manufactured in steel, these products are powder-coated in a durable black finish.

**Rear Bumper**
The FJ Cruiser Rear Bumper is designed to complement your existing Warrior Products Front Bumper. The two bumpers are designed with similar contours and work together to create an aggressive look while improving approach and departure angles. Some features of this bumper include optional D-ring Mounts, cut-outs to accept tow packages and compatibility with vehicle back-up warning sensors. This bumper is also compatible with the Man-a-Fre brand extended fuel tank. Finally, the bumper is finished in a durable powder-coated finish. Please note that D-Rings / Clevis Shackles are sold separately.
**FJ CRUISER 3” LIFT KIT**

Warrior Products’ high performance suspension systems are built to stringent standards for strength, performance and durability. Every system comes with H60.5mm shocks, featuring a nine-stage valve system and self-lubricating polished chrome piston. FJ Cruiser suspension lift kits utilize spring spacers to lift the vehicle 3” in the front and 2” in the rear. In addition to what is shown, each kit comes with the necessary hardware required for installation.

**SPARE TIRE SPACER**

Designed to mount directly to the factory spare tire carrier, the spacer allows an extra 2” of clearance for mounting over size tires. This bracket has multiple location holes, to allow it to be mounted in several different positions.

**ADVENTURE TUBE DOORS & ACCESSORIES**

Designed to replace the vehicle’s full or half doors, Adventure Tube Doors provide additional protection to front seat occupants while off-roading. Adventure Tube Doors mount into existing door hinges and come with our deluxe paddle handle system. Black powder-coated to provide a durable finish, these heavy-duty doors are ready for the trail or the street. Accessories such as mesh kits, padding kits, and mirror mount kits are available for Adventure Tube Doors. All Accessories sold separately. See page 6 for chart details.

**REMOVABLE SPARE TIRE CARRIERS**

This carrier has a quick release on/off head in which to load and/or remove the tire. There’s an additional quick release head at its base that allows the entire unit to be removed in seconds. Constructed of 12-gauge steel, the carrier mounts to any flat sheet metal surface, and adjusts to hold up to a 44” tire.

**AUXILIARY LIGHT BRACKETS**

Our Auxiliary Light Brackets allow custom placement of lights on any round tubing, from 1” to 2” in diameter. These brackets are powder-coated in a durable black finish and are manufactured in steel.

**LICENSE PLATE MOUNTS**

A perfect way to relocate your license plate while adding a custom look, these License Plate Brackets are constructed of HRPO steel plate and come complete with all of the mounting hardware for an easy installation. The 3” Tube Bumper Brackets allow the license plate to be relocated from the vehicle to the bumper and is designed specifically for Warrior Double Tube Bumpers.

**SPARE TIRE LICENSE PLATE MOUNT**

A perfect solution for those wanting to move their license plate away from the outside corners of the body of their vehicle, our Spare Tire License Plate Mount will create a mounting point inside the center of your tailgate-mounted spare tire. The mount features a quick-disconnect pin for easy removal and adjustable settings to fit many applications. Model featuring optional LED powered 3rd brake light pictured on the right.

---

**Model** | **Year** | **Description** | **Part #**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Front Bumper | FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Front Bumper 3500
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Front Bumper w/ D-Ring Mounts 3505
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Front Bumper w/ Brush Guard 3506
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Front Bumper w/ D-Rings & Brush Guard 3513
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Front Bumper w/ Winch Mount & Brush Guard 3525
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Front Bumper w/ Winch Mount & D-Ring Mounts 3530
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Front Bumper w/ Winch Mount, D-Ring Mounts & Brush Guard 3535
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 09 | Skid Plate for Front Bumper 3515
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Skid Plate for Front Bumper 3516
Rear Bumper | FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Rear Bumper 3540
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Rear Bumper w/ D-Ring Mounts 3550
Drop-In Basket | FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Drop-In Cargo Basket for Factory Rack 3810
Pre-Runner Light Bar | FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Pre-Runner Light Bar for Factory Rack 3850
Hi-Lift Jack Mount | FJ Cruiser OEM Rack | 07 - 14 | Hi-Lift Jack Mount for Factory Rack 3840
Shovel & Axe Mount | FJ Cruiser OEM Rack | 07 - 14 | Shovel & Axe Mount for Factory Rack 3841
Spare Tire Spacers | FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Spare Tire Spacers 91635
Tube Flares | FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Front Tube Flares (Pair) S1001 S1061-RAW
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 09 | Rear Tube Flares (Pair) S1002 S1062-RAW
Lift Kits | Model | Year | Description | Part #
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Lift Kits | FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Stage 1 Lift Kit w/o Shocks 3” / 2” 3100
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Stage 1 Lift Kit w/ Shocks 3” / 2” 3110
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Stage 2 Lift Kit w/o Shocks 3” / 2” 3120
Black Bars | Model | Year | Description | Part #
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Black Bars | FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Rock Bars 3700 3702 3701
Guards | Model | Year | Description | Part #
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Guards | FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Sideplates 3900 3900PC S3900
Rear Corners | Model | Year | Description | Part #
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Rear Corners | FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Rear Corners for OEM Flares 3915 3915PC S3915
FJ Cruiser | 07 - 14 | Rear Corners for Warrior Flares 3920 3920PC S3920
A D-ring adapter bracket allows any of the Warrior Products tow bars (collapsible and/or fixed) to attach to any of our bumpers that have D-Rings. Brackets are sold in pairs.

**CLEVIS SHACKLES (D-Rings)**

Clevis Shackles are of 3/4" size and come with a 7/8" diameter pin. These shackles fit any Warrior bumper with D-Ring mounts and are sold individually. Clevis Shackles are available in cast steel and polished stainless steel.

**D-RING MOUNTS**

D-Ring Mounts are constructed of 1 x 2" solid bar on a 3/8" mounting plate and 3/16" thick steel reinforcement plates. Each kit includes a pair of mounts and reinforcement plates.

**TOW BARS – FIXED**

This Fixed Tow Bar has a 3500 lb. towing capacity and is manufactured of steel. It is jig-welded and powder-coated black for lasting durability. This tow bar comes complete with tow bar mounting brackets (part # 861) for flat surface mounting. The welded coupler is designed for a universal 2" ball mount.

**TOW BARS – COLLAPSIBLE**

This rugged tow bar has a 5000 lb. towing capacity and is fully collapsible for easy storage and/or removal when not in use. The locking coupler is designed for any universal 2" ball mount while its arms allow adjustment of the bars to its mounting host. It is crafted from heavy-duty steel and powder-coated black for corrosion resistance. The tow bar can be attached using tow bar shackles or mounted directly to a bumper or other flat surface using tow bar mounting brackets. All mounting brackets sold separately.

Note: Additional support may be required for factory bumpers.

**RECEIVER EXTENSIONS & ADAPTORS**

Our 10" Receiver Extensions provide greater turn clearance when pulling trailers. Two applications are offered: one to fit any standard 2" receiver and another adapter stinger to fit 1¼" light-duty receivers.

**TOW BAR MOUNTING BRACKETS**

Designed for use with either of the Warrior Products tow bars, these heavy-duty brackets are designed to attach to any after-market steel bumper. They will work equally well on any flat surface of a vehicle as its mounting host.

Note: Not to be used with factory bumper.

**SHOCK MOUNT CONVERSION**

Since the factory stem-style shock mounts are notorious for breaking, this steel-formed part allows the conversion of the post mount to an eye mount, for greater durability and functionality. Shock Conversions are sold in pairs.

**TORQUE BARS**

Perfect for lifted and modified suspensions, Torque Bars can improve rideability in both on and off-road conditions. Torque Bars help prevent leaf spring deformation and possible breakage when climbing grades, under acceleration, or over uneven surfaces, especially when towing heavy loads. The Torque Bars design features a removable interlocking pin that provides maximum suspension travel, simply by removing it.

**GREASEABLE BOLTS**

Greaseable Bolts allow lubrication of urethane bushings to both extend the bushings’ useful life, and to keep them from squeaking. All bolts are grade 5, include nuts and are sold in pairs.

**UNIVERSAL U-BOLT PLATES**

Universal U-Bolt Plates are constructed of steel and available in standard (1/4") and heavy-duty (3/8") applications. Each plate is powder-coated black to ensure lasting durability.

**LEAF SPRING U-BOLT SKID PLATES**

These Skid Plates are designed with an innovative screw-in shock stud feature. This stud can be unscrewed and replaced if and when bent, saving time and the need to replace the entire skid plate.
**LEAF SPRING SHACKLES**

Correct the pinion and/or caster angles in your leaf-sprung truck using our heavy-duty Leaf Spring Shims. These shims are designed to be permanently attached to the leaf spring pack using our leaf's cross pin. The cross holes inserted against the angled surface to ensure the cross pin gets even clamping force across the spread of the pin's top surface. Steel construction helps to keep the shims from breaking under heavy load conditions. Together, these features create a superior shim that will resist spinning out of place, falling out or breaking.

**LEAF SPRING PERCHES**

These weld-on leaf Spring Perches are a must have for converting springs to an over-axle tube application or for replacing perches that have collapsed. They work well for installing wide springs or relocating them altogether on your rig. All spring perches are cut to fit 3" axle tubes and will fit other size tubes, but would require fill welding gaps. Sold in pairs.

**SHACKLE REVERSE SYSTEMS**

Our SR-180 Shackle Reverse Systems are designed to eliminate poor handling characteristics and help create a safer vehicle for all driving conditions. Simply by moving the front leaf spring shackle to the rear of the same spring creates an amazing improvement in driveability. The SR-180 systems come complete with urethane bushings for your front leaf springs and frame brackets. (Bushings further enhance the handling and ride quality of your vehicle.) All brackets are manufactured from HRPO steel for increased strength and are jig-welded for ease of installation.

**UNIVERSAL SHOCK BRACKETS**

These versatile brackets allow maximum flexibility when rebuilding your suspension system. Precision-formed and manufactured from ¼" steel plate, brackets are sold two in a set to fit a single shock.
**ROCK CRAWLER DIFFERENTIAL GUARDS**

A must have for protecting your differential, this guard fits over the factory differential plate to provide maximum protection from rocks, stumps, or anything else encountered on the trail. Powder-coated in a protective hammertone gray finish, models fit a variety of axles.

**UNIVERSAL MUD FLAPS**

Available with or without the rubber flap, these Universal Mud Flaps help minimize road debris from plastering the driver behind you, and keep material from the tires directed to the road. The stand-alone Mud Flap Bracket is fully adjustable to accept different sizes of flaps.

**LED LIGHT KITS**

Our LED tail and reverse light kits come complete with lights, mounting grommets and wiring pigtail. Kits are sold in pairs and are also available as a complete combo kit. Combine with our LED Cutout Rear Corners for a great new look for your vehicle. Our LED lights carry a lifetime warranty.

**LOAD RESISTORS**

To correct potential light operational problems, Warrior offers a load resistors for its LED Corner and Tube Fender Flare marker lights. Due to its lower power consumption, LED bulbs may cause some vehicles to indicate a bulb is burnt out. This can be remedied with load resistors wired across the LED bulbs to simulate a filament bulb load.

**SPARE TIRE COVERS**

Let Team Warrior protect your Adventure Lifestyle with a form-fitting polycotton-backed vinyl Tire Cover. Available in a wide variety of sizes to accommodate tires from 28” to 37”.

**BREEZER TOPS**

Breezer tops are the best mesh-style roll bar tops on the market today. Custom fitted and constructed of a durable material that allows airflow, breezer tops offer a sun-protected, comfortable drive.

**ADVENTURE TUBE DOOR MESH KITS & PADDING KITS**

Our Mesh and Padding Kits attach to the Adventure Doors and not only provide functionality, but stylish good looks too. The Mesh Kit helps deter debris and wind from entering the vehicle. They also allow its driver to see obstacles through the door. The Padding Kits feature a zippered pocket and are available in three colors to complement the vehicle.

**HAND & COMBO GRIPS**

Combo and individual Hand Grips fit 3” diameter tubing and have adjustable straps. The combo grip can hold a fire extinguisher and has one detachable hand grip. Both grips can be attached anywhere on the safety cage of the vehicle.
See the complete Trail Adventure Series for the Toyota FJ Cruiser.
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